
What is the Pro Dashboard?  
 

The Pro Dashboard is a personal analytics platform where a pro can see the performance of their profile. 
Through this feature, a pro can see how many impressions they've gotten through the Porch Partner 
Network, how many views their Porch profile and projects have gotten, and how many homeowner 
contacts they've received.  
 

 

  
Why should pros be pumped about it?  
 

As a Porch Professional, you can now track your exposure across the Porch platform as well as see 
where you stack up compared to your competitors. All this information is now at your fingertips, to help 
you manage and grow your business.  
 

Why should we, at Porch, be pumped up about it?  
 

First, we've been talking about this feature for about a YEAR and now it's officially here!   
 

The Pro Dashboard will help pros understand the value they are getting from their Porch profile. We can 
have open and transparent conversations with professionals about the value they are getting and how 
to improve their experience. In today's world, information is power and we are providing professionals 
with the information they need to really make an impact on their business and we're providing it for 
FREE.  
 



How does the Pro Dashboard work? 

When you log into your profile through pro.porch, porch.com, or the curator tool, you’ll see a new home 

screen. Just click the “View analytics dashboard” button in the banner on the right to load the 

dashboard. 

 

The data displayed in the Pro Dashboard is fueled by our analytics platform. Impressions counts the 

number of times a pro shows up across the Porch Partner Network. Profile views count how many times 

the pro’s Porch Profile is viewed. Project Views count the number of views a pro’s projects get on Porch. 

Homeowner contacts is the sum of email (contact form on their profile) and phone calls they’ve 

received. 

FAQ: 

Is this free? Who gets to use the Pro Dashboard? 

The Pro Dashboard is free, you do not have to be a Premium Pro to access the dashboard. If a pro has 

verified their profile, then they will be able to see an analytics dashboard for their profile. 

How does the dashboard affect call tracking? 

All pros on Porch will now have a call tracking number in order to supply the data that is aggregated and 

displayed in the dashboard. Without the using tracking number, we could not count homeowner 

contacts and display those to a professional. 

 

 

 



What goes into the profile completeness thermometer? 

Profile attributes that the pro is missing are reflected in the profile completeness meter. If the pro does 

not have certain profile attributes, the meter will not say 100% and will also suggest adding those 

attributes just below the meter. 

How are competitors defined? 

Today competitors are professionals with a matching pro-type who’s business address is in the same zip 

code. As we get more sophisticated, we will use a pro’s work history and zip code subscriptions as 

competitor definitions.  

 

What’s coming up? 

The Watch List 

The Watch List is a way for pros to identify potential clients in the areas where they’ve worked. Using 

proprietary predictive technology, Porch can tell professionals which homeowners are most likely to 

need their services. Pros will also be able add their previous customers to their Watch List so they can 

focus on repeat business.  

 

 

 



Post Card Introductions 

When a new homeowner moves into a property where a professional has already done work, that 

professional can use Porch to introduce themselves to that new homeowner. The pro can send the 

homeowner a post-card through Porch to that address. 

 

 


